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A SUNDAY TIMES TOP TEN BESTSELLER 'Stunning' Lisa Taddeo, author of THREE WOMEN 'Warm and wise' Stephanie
Merritt, Observer 'Glamorous, sexy, compelling' Dolly Alderton, Sunday Times 'I fell in love with Vivian from page one' Daisy
Buchanan 'An education in love, and an iridescent delight' Rowan Pelling, Spectator Nineteen-year-old Vivian Morris arrives in
New York City in the summer of 1940 with nothing but a sewing machine and a heretofore unindulged taste for adventure. Finding
employment as seamstress at the Lily Playhouse, a charmingly down-at-heel Manhattan revue, Vivian quickly becomes the toast
of the showgirls, transforming the tat only fit for the cheap seats into creations for goddesses. Adventure and opportunity blossom
on every corner of this strange wartime city of girls, and Vivian and her girlfriends mean to down New York to its last drop. But
there are hard lessons to be learned, and bitterly regrettable mistakes to be made. Vivian learns that to live the life she wants, she
must live many lives, ceaselessly and ingeniously making them new.
Copenhagen in the mid-1960s was at the very forefront of the fight against censorship, producing dozens of underground sex
magazines which continually pushed the boundaries of what was acceptable in the visual erotic image. Featuring voluptuous nude
pin-up girls plucked from the streets and thrust in front of hungry cameras in secret backstreet studios, these magazines were at
the forefront, parading scores of these amateur but sexy young women in a multitude of alluring, often explicit poses and
settings.Jean le Baptiste has assembled from his own collection a stunning array of vintage photographs from these magazines, a
collection which at once takes us back to the fashions and styles of more innocent decades, yet delivers a strong erotic thrill at the
rediscovery of these wanton Danish girls in their sexual prime. "Dirty Danish Dolls" contains 100 shamelessly provocative images,
with 32 pages in full colour. For those who prefer women with no tattoos, no silicone, and hair where nature intended.
Celebrated nightlife photographer Patrick McMullan has filled the pages of magazines around the globe with his pictures of the
high life in New York City and elsewhere for over 30 years. This book features a collection of his images showcasing women from
around the world, which include: Elizabeth Hurley, Halle Berry, Uma Thurman, and Madonna.
A glamorous and sumptuous celebration of Black male artists, actors, entertainers and writers of the 20th century. Author Nichelle
Gainer has drawn on personal family memories and largely undiscovered library archives to create a glorious collection of images
and biographies that explore the lives and indomitable spirit of wonderful men who wowed audiences on screen, sports field, stage
and the page, but who went largely ignored by mainstream media.
Glamour is one of the most tantalizing and bewitching aspects of contemporary culture - but also one of the most elusive. The aura
of celebrity, the style of the fashion world, the vanity of the rich and beautiful, and the publicity-driven rites of café society are all
imbued with its irresistible magnetism. But what exactly is glamour? Where does it come from? How old is it? And can anyone
quite capture its magic? Stephen Gundle answers all these questions and more in this first ever history of the phenomenon, from
Paris in the tumultuous final decades of the eighteenth century through to Hollywood, New York, and Monte Carlo in the twentieth
and twenty-first centuries, from Napoleon to Marlene Dietrich and Marilyn Monroe, from Beau Brummell to Gianni Versace.
Throughout, the book captures the excitement and sex appeal of glamour while exposing its mechanisms and exploring its sleazy
and sometimes tragic underside. As Gundle shows, while glamour is exciting and magnetic, its promise is ultimately an illusion that
can only ever be partially fulfilled.
You can be a fashion designer! Follow the tips and tricks inside this cool book to create your own fun styles. This book contains
everything you need to design amazing outfits in a range of different designs. The sketchbook contains: over 50 gorgeous stickers
2 stencils with amazing blank outlines handy design advice
Here is the book that every boy, young and old, has been waiting for. Learn how to ride waves, skateboard, make giant cookies,
whistle, shuffle cards, talk like a pirate, train a goldfish, play the didgeridoo and much, much more. The Book For Boys is bound to
banish boredom and help boys become the best at everything.
In this book, girls will find tips on how they can be the best at everything.

The Girls' Book of Friendship is every girl's guide to getting along and having the best fun together. It features tips on
how to find and maintain true friendships that will last a lifetime alongside activities and games to enjoy together.
Complete with fabulous illustrations.
Supreme Glamour builds a complete picture of the charm and sophistication of The Supremes. With the assistance of her
close personal friend Mark Bego, founding member Mary Wilson tells the complete story of the band, both on- and offstage, from their beginnings as The Primettes in June 1959 to their 1964 breakthrough Motown hit, 'Where Did Our Love
Go', and from the departure of Diana Ross to the group's comeback in the mid-1970s. Bego's insightful narrative text is
packed with personal ancedotes and reflections from Mary herself, and accompanied by rare archive photography and
ephemera, much of which is taken from Mary's personal collection. As Motown's leading 1960s act, The Supremes have
always been synonymous with glamorous, elegant co-ordinated costumes. Supreme Glamour complements and extends
their inspiring story by interleaving text sections with the cream of Mary Wilson's unparalleled collection of Supremes
outfits, showcasing thirty-five of the most eye-catching ensembles, painstakingly re-assembled and photographed on the
Grammy museum stage. Detailed captions accompany each photograph, providing all the key information about the
design, the fabric, the embellishments, and the occasion on which each was first worn. Contemporary photos of The
Supremes wearing the outfits bring the costumes to life.
This entertaining and arousing collection of stories delves into an aspect of lesbian sex that has been overlooked in
women's erotica: femme/femme attraction.
Be confident. Be gorgeous. Be glamorous. The tips and tricks in this book will help girls reveal the goddess inside including: how to host a spa-style party; how to work out your face-shape; how to make your own signature perfume; how
to stop biting your nails; how to pretend you've got freckles; how to jazz up a boring ponytail; how to give yourself a mini
facial, and much more.
In 1950s and 1960s Paris, a host of glamour magazines sprang up featuring voluptuous nude pin-up girls thrust in front of
hungry cameras in sleazy backstreet studios. Magazines like Paradise, Sensation and Pink and Black were at the
forefront, featuring scores of sexy young amateurs. Paris Pussy presents a stunning array of these vintage photographs,
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simultaneously taking readers back to the style of more innocent decades and delivering a strong erotic thrill at the
rediscovery of these wanton Parisian girls in their sexual prime.
Renowned pin-up artist Bill Ward gets the full coffee-table treatment in this lavish, oversized, full-colour paperback edition
of the acclaimed hardback and featuring Ward's most polished, fully-realised portraits of the 1950s. Ward became the
standard bearer and justly famous through the 50s and 60s for his angular, high-sheen images of improbably busty
glamour girls, a kind of low-rent Charles Dana Gibson. What set Ward apart - and above - his talented contemporaries
was his use of a medium called the conte crayon. This volume features the best of Ward's Humorama work.
During the 1960s, many models, Playboy centerfolds, beauty queens, and Las Vegas showgirls went on to become
“decorative actresses” appearing scantily clad on film and television. This well illustrated homage to 75 of these glamour
girls reveals their unique stories through individual biographical profiles, photographs, lists of major credits and,
frequently, in-depth personal interviews. Included are Carol Wayne, Edy Williams, Inga Neilsen, Thordis Brandt, Jo
Collins, Phyllis Davis, Melodie Johnson, and many equally unforgettable faces of sixties Hollywood.
The Girls' Book of GlamourA Guide to Being a GoddessMichael O'Mara Books
Boys find more ways to become he best at everything they do, from boiling an egg to being a ventriloquist.
Here is the book that every girl, young and old, has been waiting for. Learn how to make hand shadows, bake treats, set
a trend, do the splits, escape from zombies, read someone's mind, flip a pancake, play games and much, much more.
The Book For Girls is guaranteed to beat boredom and help girls become the best at everything.
Victoria Torres has always had a family birthday party that she shares with her beloved grandmother, but this year she is
so impressed by her classmate's birthday party at GlamaRama, the mall's newest spa store, that she decides that she
wants to celebrate her twelfth birthday there--and her mother refuses to do both.
A celebrity makeup artist furnishes a richly illustrated guide to age-appropriate makeup for young girls that offers step-bystep instructions, photographs, and beauty tips to help girls create the perfect look regardless of skin type, emphasizing
the importance of self-esteem, confidence, and inner beauty. Original.
Ammonite Press unveils a series of four picture books, compiled from the archives of the classic girlie magazines, Fiesta
and Knave, which celebrates an age when glamour photography strove more for artistic ideals and risqué titillation than
the sexually explicit top shelf titles of today. Statuesque models of the 1950s adopted the poses of Greek goddesses, in
elaborately styled sets, while their equivalents from the Swinging Sixties displayed a more playful, almost naive
innocence. A decade later, the pin-ups of the 1970s, invariably shot in luscious colour and sumptuous sets, offered a
more seductive appeal, while the glamour girls of the 1980s became more sexually suggestive in their poses and attire or lack of it. The bevy of beauties that graces the pages of these four books illustrates the changing faces - and bodies of the glamour model over four decades, from the demure to the titillating, the seductive to the steamy, the erotic to the
raunchy.
Glamour Girls come in all shapes and sizes and do all sorts of amazing things. Whether youre an artist, a figure skater, a
rock star, or a ballroom dancer, youll be amazed when the colorful glitter and swirled patterns emerge as you Scratch
and Sketch your designs! Ages 6 and up. Shrink-wrapped with a wooden stylus for drawing on black-coated paper to
reveal magnificent colors beneath. 64 pages. Wire-o bound hardcover. 6 3/8" wide x 8 1/2" high. Includes: 20 scratch-off,
20 illustrated, and 20 sketch pages.
Following the hugely successful The Girls' Book of Glamour and The Fabulous Girls' Book, this is an indispensable guide
for gorgeous, fun and feisty girls everywhere. Packed full of fabulous tips and glamorous tricks, from performing the
perfect pedicure and creating your own costume jewellery to hosting a spa-style party, The Glamorous Girls' Book will
help girls stand out from the crowd.
Britain's biggest fake boobed glamour girl, 30KK Debbie 'Delz Angel' Delamar is presented here in 50 glorious colour
pictures for your delight and delectation. Standing a petite 5' tall, Debbie endured three enlargement operations to boost
her bust from an acceptable 30DD to a massive 30KK. With a circumference of around 50," the mother of two has
3000cc or over 5 pints of silicone inside her chest. Having spent over 15,000 to date, the wife of an army captain has not
ruled out going bigger in the future. For now though, enjoy the fantasy. Enjoy Fantasy Sirens! This is just one book in the
Fantasy Sirens Glamour Girls series. Others include: - Fantasy Sirens Glamour Girls - Fantasy Sirens Glamour Girls:
Christmas Crackers - Fantasy Sirens Glamour Girls: Bedroom Babes - Fantasy Sirens Glamour Girl: 50 Shades of
Victoria Grey - Fantasy Sirens Glamour Girls: Darker Shades of Grey Get them all in paperback or on Kindle now! "
From the early days of steamship travel, artists stifled by the culture of their homelands fled to islands, jungles, and
deserts in search of new creative and emotional frontiers. Their flight inspired a unique body of work that doesn't fit
squarely within the Western canon, yet may be some of the most original statements we have about the range and depth
of the artistic imagination. Focusing on six principal subjects, Jamie James locates "a lost national school" of artists who
left their homes for the unknown. There is Walter Spies, the devastatingly handsome German painter who remade his life
in Bali; Raden Saleh, the Javanese painter who found fame in Europe; Isabelle Eberhardt, a Russian-Swiss writer who
roamed the Sahara dressed as an Arab man; the American experimental filmmaker Maya Deren, who went to Haiti and
became a committed follower of voodoo. From France, Paul Gauguin left for Tahiti; and Victor Segalen, a naval doctor,
poet, and novelist, immersed himself in classical Chinese civilization in imperial Peking. In The Glamour of Strangeness,
James evokes these extraordinary lives in portraits that bring the transcultural artist into sharp relief. Drawing on his own
career as a travel writer and years of archival research uncovering previously unpublished letters and journals, James
creates a penetrating study of the powerful connection between art and the exotic.
California, 1980s. Texan honey Sally Lassiter, English rose Jane Morgan and shy Jordanian Helen Yanna are best
friends at an exclusive girls' school. They form a bond which, they swear, will never be broken... The girls grow up,
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becoming co-founders of the exclusive GLAMOUR chain - a runaway success the world over. They are fabulously
wealthy, adored and blissfully happy. Or are they? For all is not as it seems. The empire is on the verge of collapse and
the former friends are now embroiled in a bitter feud. So what went wrong? What has changed? And, in the final
showdown between three powerful beauties, who will emerge as the queen of GLAMOUR?
In the '40s and '50s, the bold, breathtaking glamour girls who stepped into the spotlight were a special group, almost
magical, and they captured the imagination of men (and the secret admiration of women) like never before. In this book,
more than 100 of these women are profiled, including Mamie Van Doren, Betty Brosmer, Jayne Mansfield, and Blaze
Starr. Photos, many in color.
Revisit old favorites and discover even more facts and stories. The perfect pocket book for any girl on a quest for
knowledge. Includes New Chapters + the Best Wisdom & Wonder from The Daring Book for Girls
#girlgaze is on a mission to close the gender gap by creating visibility and tangible jobs for girls behind the lens and this
timely book, from photographer and media entrepreneur Amanda de Cadenet's visionary focus, features a beautiful and
powerful collection of images capturing how young women perceive the world. This inspiring must-have for feminists and
creatives alike showcases the work of a diverse collective of female-identifying photographers mixing candid and formal
photos of females living their lives: moments of significance caught in a fraction of a second at home, on the streets,
remote countrysides, and in war-torn countries. Spirited, elegant, and inspiring, #girlgaze promotes and highlights the
work of Gen Z female photographers from all walks of life and is a stunningly beautiful representation of the female gaze.
Fourteen joyous, funny and life-affirming essays from gal-dem, the award-winning magazine created by young women
and non-binary people of colour. gal-dem, the award-winning online and print magazine, is created by women and nonbinary people of colour. In this thought-provoking and moving collection of fourteen essays, gal-dem's writers use raw
material from their teenage years - diaries, poems and chat histories - to give advice to their younger selves and those
growing up today. gal-dem have been praised by the Guardian for being "the agents of change we need", and these
essays tackle important subjects including race, gender, mental health and activism, making this essential reading for
any young person.
New York Times Bestselling Authors! The follow up to the bestselling phenomenon The Daring Book for Girls—an even
more daring guide to everything from making a raft to learning how to play football to the art of the Japanese Tea
Ceremony. In response to the resounding success of The Daring Book for Girls comes a second volume with all original
material that promises to be full of even more daring adventure than the first. Girls will learn how to surf, horseback riding
tips, April Fools Day history and pranks, how to make a labyrinth, how to sing, all about cowgirls, and how to organize a
croquet tournament. Just as packed with creative and exciting material as the original, but twice as fun, this book will be
beloved by all Daring fans everywhere.
The Fabulous Girls' Book is the indispensable guide for fabulous girls everywhere. It is full of tips and tricks to help every
girl be utterly fabulous in every way, with beautiful step-by-step illustrations and a hot-pink retro-effect cover. Contains
tips on: how to look fabulous in five minutes flat; how to throw a fabulous theme party; how to tie a headscarf in five
different styles; how to make a tropical bath treat; How to tie a sarong; how to make your own headed notepaper; how to
direct and star in your own music video, and much more.
The Girls' Book of Secrets is the indispensable secret guide to keeping cool and confident and coping with the mysteries of
modern life. Contains tips and tricks on: how to make a secret diary; how to create a secret disguise; the secret to understanding
your mum; how to form a secret club; how to decode body language; how to write in invisible ink, and more.
USA Today bestselling author Marty Wingate's historical debut is "like reading a personal diary of the brave women who were
unsung heroes of WWII," (Rhys Bowen, Royal Spyness mysteries) and will delight readers of Kelly Rimmer's The Things We
Cannot Say and Noelle Salazar's The Flight Girls. During World War II, farmer's daughter Rosalie Wright becomes a pilot assisting
the RAF. But will a romantic rivalry send her aerial dreams plummeting to earth? Ever since she was 10 years old, Rosalie
Wright's eyes have been on the skies. But at the age of 18, on the verge of earning her pilot's license, the English farmer's
daughter watches her dreams of becoming an aviatrix fly away without her. Britain's entry into World War II brings civilian aviation
to a standstill. Then, Rosalie's father dies, leaving her, her mother, and her brothers to run the farm. Everything changes when she
learns that the Air Transport Authority is recruiting women pilots to ferry warplanes across Britain to RAF bases. Despite her
mother's objections, Rosalie cannot resist the call of her country--and the lure of the skies. During her training on Gipsy Moth
aircraft, Rosalie forms a fast friendship with fellow flyer Caroline Andrews. Her trusty Ferry Pilots Notebook by her side, Rosalie
delivers to five airfields in a day--while fighting an endless battle against skeptical male pilots and ground crews. She would much
rather spend her time on the wing than on the arm of any man...until she meets gruff pilot Snug Durrant and RAF squadron leader
Alan Chersey. Snug is a cynical, wisecracking playboy, and Alan is every WAAF's heartthrob...and Rosalie catches both their
eyes. As the war drags on, and casualties mount, will love and tragedy send Rosalie's exhilarating airborne life crashing to the
ground?
More great activities, games and things to make and do that will keep girls busy for hours on end. Perfect for any girl with a sense
of fun and adventure. From the imaginative to the practical: how to handle a hippo in a huff and be best mates with a vampire
survive, to how to use sign language and toss the perfect pancake, there is something for every girl in this fantastic and fun-filled
book.
With the verve and bite of Ottessa Moshfegh and the barbed charm of Nancy Mitford, Marlowe Granados’s stunning début
brilliantly captures a summer of striving in New York City Refreshing and wry in equal measure, Happy Hour is an intoxicatingnovel
of youth well spent. Isa Epley is all of twenty-one years old, and already wise enough to understand that the purpose of life is the
pursuit of pleasure. She arrives in New York City for a summer of adventure with her best friend, one newly blond Gala Novak.
They have little money, but that’s hardly going to stop them from having a good time. In her diary, Isa describes a sweltering
summer in the glittering city. By day, the girls sell clothes in a market stall, pinching pennies for their Bed-Stuy sublet and bodega
lunches. By night, they weave from Brooklyn to the Upper East Side to the Hamptons among a rotating cast of celebrities, artists,
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Internet entrepreneurs, stuffy intellectuals, and bad-mannered grifters. Resources run ever tighter and the strain tests their
friendship as they try to convert their social capital into something more lasting than precarious gigs as au pairs, nightclub
hostesses, paid audience members, and aspiring foot fetish models. Through it all, Isa’s bold, beguiling voice captures the precise
thrill of cultivating a life of glamour and intrigue as she juggles paying her dues with skipping out on the bill. Happy Hour is a novel
about getting by and looking great in a system that wants you to do neither.
Showcasing three decades of Glamour’s Women of the Year, this book is a record of the ceiling-shattering achievements that
have reshaped our world, and a manual for success for the women of today—and tomorrow For over 80 years, Glamour has been
the preeminent female empowerment title in America. From Glamour’s origin as the magazine “for the girl with a job” to today,
strong, ambitious women have always taken center stage, and no place more so than at Glamour’s annual Women of the Year
Awards. Launched in 1990, the annual awards have become a 30-year living, breathing history, mapping out the evolution of
women’s power across the worlds of film, politics, sports, activism, and more. Many of the names are familiar. We’ve grown up
with Billie Jean King, Madonna, Nora Ephron, and Ruth Bader Ginsburg. Titans of change like Michelle Obama and Malala
Yousafzai have rocked our world in lasting ways. Stars such as Reese Witherspoon, Ava DuVernay, Julianne Moore, Lupita
Nyong’o, and Ashley Graham have used their global influence to shift the needle in filmmaking, reproductive rights, criminal
justice, and representation. Other names you may not know so well include women who have transformed the futures of school
children in local communities, and teens who organized millions to fight against gun violence. Glamour: 30 Years of Women Who
Have Reshaped the World touches on some of the most culturally important moments of our recent history. Additionally, it includes
original content from Shonda Rhimes, Diane von Furstenberg, Arianna Huffington, and more to inspire future generations. Most
importantly, the book offers inspiration and service, reminding today’s women and girls that, in the words of 2015 Women of the
Year honoree Reese Witherspoon, ambition is not a dirty word.
Jam packed with boredom-busting activities and tremendous tips for being the best, this book guarantees excellent fun for girls
everywhere. Including: . How to twirl a baton . How to start your own fashion label . How to knit a scarf from old t-shirts . How to
make a melting moment . How to make a ribbon twirler . How to play the ring game . How to wrap a present beautifully . How to be
an Egyptian queen . How to hit a ball every time . How to memorise facts . How to make your bedroom look tidy in 10 minutes flat .
How to catch a spider . How to make a sledge go faster . How to get gum out of your hair
This coloring book is designed for young children who love L.O.L. Surprise Pets. Our book includes high quality images of
Glamour Pets designed to entertain and engage.
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